Restaurants of the Kuffler Group
KUFFLER Restaurant / Bar / Grill

A casual metropolitan restaurant, stylish, but nevertheless with an informal atmosphere at one of Munich’s top
addresses, at the Maximilianstraße. Fish, seafood and best grilled meat, perfectly matured at the in-house
butchery, are served at KUFFLER’s
Tel: +49 89 24224840
Email: KUFFLER@kuffler.de
SPATENHAUS AN DER OPER

A traditional institution at Max-Joseph-Platz, in perfect harmony with the Bavarian National Theatre,
Residence and Palais near the opera. The restaurant stands for exclusive hospitality and exquisite traditional
German cuisine.
Tel: +49 89 2907060
Email: spatenhaus@kuffler.de
SEEHAUS IM ENGLISCHEN GARTEN

The restaurant Seehaus in the English Garden lies at a picture-perfect location directly on the banks of the
Kleinhesseloher Lake. It has been in the portfolio of Kuffler’s since 1985.
Tel: +49 89 3816130
Email: seehaus@kuffler.de

HAXNBAUER IM SCHOLASTIKAHAUS

Our old Munich city restaurant is part of a historical building, the Scholastikahaus, which was historically
documented for the first time in the 14th century. The best pork knuckles in town are tenderly grilled at the
grandiose Haxengrill.
Tel: +49 89 2166540
Email: haxnbauer@kuffler.de
MANGOSTIN ASIA RESTAURANTS

The Mangostin tavern with its modern, authentic cuisine from the Far East is located in an old villa in the city
district Thalkirchen, near the Zoo. Mangostin is full of life, joy, exquisite delicacies from Thailand, Japan and
Vietnam.
Tel: +49 89 7232031
Email: restaurant@mangostin.de
WEINZELT AUF DEM OKTOBERFEST

Many visitors consider the "Weinzelt" as the most beautiful "Oktoberfest" tent. An excellent selection of
wines, "Nymphenburg" sparkling wine and champagne of all classes can be consumed here.
Tel: +49 89 29070517
Email: weinzelt@kuffler.de

KUFFLER CATERING

With our Party Service we come straight to the point offering the best from all of our individual restaurants It will be a pleasure to make the best arrangements, suitable for you.
Tel: +49 89 360392813
Email: markus.froehlich@kuffler.de

T 2 GASTRONOMIE AM FLUGHAFEN
MANGOSTIN AIRPORT • bagutta PIZZA CULTURE

The feeling of a world trip starts here:In the Far Eastern restaurant Mangostin with Noodle-Bar and SushiCounter and in the bagutta PIZZA CULTURE with italian delicacies: crusty pizza, fresh pasta, salads and
dolci.
Bagutta
Tel: +49 89 97585005
Email: t2@kuffler.de
Mangostin
Airport
Tel: +49 89 97585000

Email: t2@kuffler.de
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